By this Public Notice, the Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau (Bureau) extends the freeze on the filing of new non-rebanding related 800 MHz applications along the U.S.-Canada border until April 18, 2015, in NPSPAC Region 43 (Washington State) as listed in the attached Appendix. This extension of the freeze on non-rebanding applications is needed to preserve vacant channels for licensees re-tuning their systems according to the reconfigured band plan adopted by the Bureau for licensees operating along the U.S.-Canada border.¹

The Bureau established a thirty-month transition timetable, beginning October 14, 2008, for Wave 4 800 MHz licensees in the U.S.-Canada border regions to complete band reconfiguration.² During this transition, licensees operating in the U.S.-Canada border regions are required to engage in planning and to negotiate and enter into Frequency Relocation Agreements (FRAs) with Sprint Nextel Corp. (Sprint) to transition to the new band plan.³ Coincident with adoption of the thirty-month transition timetable, the Bureau froze acceptance of new 800 MHz applications during the planning and negotiation period.⁴ The purpose of this application freeze was to preserve the spectral landscape in the U.S.-Canada border region while the 800 MHz Transition Administrator (TA) determined replacement channels for relocating licensees.⁵ That freeze was later reinstated and extended until October 18, 2014.⁶

As of this date, some border region licensees in Washington State have yet to complete their system re-tunes. Accordingly, to preserve currently vacant channels for use by these licensees and avoid
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potential licensing conflicts that could delay rebanding, we have determined that temporarily extending the freeze in NPSPAC Region 43 (Washington State) is in the public interest.

We therefore are extending the freeze on acceptance of non-rebanding applications for 800 MHz licenses but only in the NPSPAC Region 43 as listed in the Appendix. This freeze also applies to those stations located within seventy miles of the borders of NPSPAC Region 43.

The freeze applies only to applications for new facilities or modification applications that involve a change of frequency or expand a station’s existing coverage area. Applications that have no effect on frequency or coverage (e.g., administrative updates, assignments/transfers, and renewal-only applications) are exempt from the freeze.

Licensees on pre-rebanding channels proposing to expand coverage or add a new channel during the freeze may seek Special Temporary Authorization (STA) based upon an appropriate showing of public interest need as described in the Bureau's December 2006 STA Guidance PN. Furthermore, licensees on post-rebanding channels proposing to expand coverage or add a new channel during the freeze may apply for permanent authorization provided they include a request for waiver of the freeze with their application.

In either case, licensees must include a concurrence letter from the TA with their STA or waiver request and application. Licensees may request a concurrence letter from the TA by emailing an electronic copy of their draft application to the TA at: AppReview@800TA.org.

For further information, contact: Brian Marenco, Policy Division, Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau, at (202) 418-0838 or Brian.Marenco@fcc.gov.

Action by the Deputy Chief, Policy Division, Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau.
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---
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### APPENDIX
NPSPAC Region Along U.S. - Canada Border Subject to Freeze

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NPSPAC Region</th>
<th>Description of Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Washington State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>